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Mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing is a prominent mechanical characteristic of hydraulic fracture (HF) deflecting propagation. At
present, understanding the effect of injection rates on HF deflecting propagation remains challenging and restricts the control of
HF deflecting propagation bearing tensile and shear stresses with fluid injection rates. Our recently published experimental
results show that the fracture process zone (FPZ) length of mixed-mode (I-II) fractures in rock-like materials increases with the
rising quasistatic loading rate. Both the deformation in FPZ and the generation of real fracture surfaces are tensile. On this basis,
the rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II) cohesive fracture model was proposed under quasistatic loading, and a couple of
theoretical outcomes were obtained. Under different injection rates, the deflecting HF propagates step-by-step under mixed-
mode (I-II) fracturing, and the HF extension path is supposed to be straight in each step. With the increment of injection rate,
the increased (tensile) FPZ length is the stable propagation distance of deflecting HF in each step and besides deteriorates the
fracture resistance discontinuity of FPZ developing to be a real tensile fracture. Thus, the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tends to
propagate unstably driven by kinetic energy once FPZ develops completely under fast loading. Moreover, two injection rate-
dependent (IRD) HF deflecting propagation modes were determined, i.e., the step-by-step stable-propagation and step-by-step
unstable propagation modes. HF deflection occurs in the step alternation of fracture propagation. With the increasing fluid
injection rate, the increased FPZ length and kinetic energy (from fracture resistance discontinuity) extend the stable and
unstable HF propagation distance along the initial direction in an extension step, respectively. Therefore, fast fluid injection
improves the HF deflecting propagation radius; i.e., it inhibits the HF deflecting propagation or promotes HF extension along
the initially designed direction. The injection rate-dependent HF deflecting propagation modes (based on the proposed model)
were validated by further processing of published true triaxial physical simulation tests of hydraulic fracturing. The ordinal
response of Fiber Bragg grating sensors embedded along the fracture propagation path, and the continuous fluctuant injecting
pressures validate the step-by-step propagation of the hydraulic fracture. The test-measured deflecting HF trajectory indicates
that high fluid injection rates remarkably increase the HF deflecting radius, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in
this work. The above findings can provide theoretical bases for controlling the HF deflecting propagation in the surrounding
rock of mines and oil-gas reservoirs.

1. Introduction

In the mine, weakening the hard roof above the coal seam by
hydraulic fracturing is a significant technical means to pre-
vent the sudden collapse of the hard roof, avoiding dynamic
disasters [1, 2]. For oil/gas exploitation, directional perfora-
tion hydraulic fracturing is a practical approach to improve

the permeability and oil drainage area of the oil-gas reser-
voirs [3, 4]. Due to disturbance stresses caused by excavation
in the mine and the directional perforating in oil/gas reser-
voirs, the designed HF extension direction is always oblique
to the principal directions of in situ stresses. Consequently,
HF propagates along a deflecting trajectory and presents
shape-s (Figure 1). Due to in situ stresses and net pressure
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of the hydraulic fluid, the deflecting HF (Figure 1(a)) bears
the tensile-shear combined stresses and follows mixed-
mode (I-II) fracturing [3] (Figure 1(b)). Therefore, control-
ling the HF deflecting propagation under mixed-mode (I-
II) fracturing conditions is fundamental to enhancing the
hard roof weakening in the mine and improving permeabil-
ities in oil-gas reservoirs. Since the fluid injection rate is a sig-
nificant parameter for controlling HF propagation, the
injection rate-dependent deflecting propagation rule of the
hydraulic fracture is the theoretical basis for controlling HF
in field applications.

To date, investigations of the HF deflecting propagation
rules focus on the effects of horizontal in situ stresses differ-
ences, fracture initiation azimuth, and disturbance stress on
HF deflecting trajectory [3–6]. However, researches on injec-
tion rate-dependent (IRD) HF deflecting propagation are rel-
atively limited [7, 8]. The limited studies, conducted by true
triaxial physical simulation tests of hydraulic fracturing [8]
and extended finite element (XFEM) simulations [7], reveal
that the increased injection rates remarkably extend the HF
deflecting distance. The above investigation provides refer-
ences for the effective control of HF deflecting propagation.
However, the HF deflecting propagation model was not pro-
posed based on the above hydraulic fracturing experiments;
besides, the fracture model employed in the above XFEM
simulations is independent of fluid injection rates. Therefore,
theoretical characterization of the rate-dependent mixed-
mode (I-II) fracturing in rock-like materials is fundamental
to revealing the IRD HF deflecting rule.

Mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing is a prominent mechanical
characteristic of HF deflecting propagation. As of now, elastic
mixed-mode (I-II) fracture models, such as the maximum
stress criterion [9], the maximum energy release rate crite-
rion [10], the minimum strain energy density criterion [11],
and other modified models [12] of above criteria, were most
widely used to characterizing fracture initiation directions.

However, the above mixed-mode (I-II) fracture models are
independent of loading rates. Rate-dependent fracturing
characteristics of rock-like materials were mainly investi-
gated with fracturing experiments, focus on mode I (tensile)
fractures, whereas researches on mixed-mode (I-II) fractures
are relatively limited. Most experimental results show both
the mode I (tensile) and mixed-mode (I-II) cracks of rock-
like materials, such as concrete [13], shale [14], granite
[15], and marble [16, 17], have similar rate-dependent frac-
ture behaviors. More specifically, the elastic fracture resis-
tances (fracture toughness or energy release rate) are
strengthened with loading rates increasing. The enhanced
fracture resistance is attributed to the insufficient develop-
ment of plastic strains and intergranular cracks under fast
loading [13–15, 18]. The above investigations significantly
deepen the understanding of the rate-dependent fracture
behavior during HF deflecting propagation. Nevertheless,
previous investigations still have two limitations. (1) The pre-
vious investigations mainly reveal the rate-dependent elastic
fracturing characteristics of mixed-mode (I-II) crack in
rock-like materials, neglecting the rate-dependent develop-
ment of fracture process zone (FPZ). Note that FPZ is a non-
negligible microcrack zone ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II)
fracture tip, which is the prominent fracture characteristic
of rock-like materials [19–23]. Hence, the traditional fracture
model cannot delineate the rate-dependent FPZ growth in
HF deflecting propagation. (2) The classic elastic mixed-
mode fracture model mainly describes the rate-independent
elastic fracture initiation and is not well-suited for HF
deflecting propagation with FPZ remarkable development
[24–27]. Therefore, characterizations of IRD HF deflecting
propagation lack the applicable mixed-mode (I-II) fracture
model for rock-like materials.

Given that the fluid injection of hydraulic fracturing is
usually quasistatic, in our recently published work [28], the
quasistatic rate-dependent FPZ development of mixed-
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Figure 1: The photo and diagram of the deflecting hydraulic fracture: (a) photos of the HF deflecting propagation with hydraulic fracturing
physical simulation tests (our previous work); (b) the diagram of deflecting HF bearing tensile and shear stresses.
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mode (I-II) fracturing has been investigated. In detail, we
conducted the mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing tests on the cen-
trally cracked Brazilian disk (CCBD) specimens (radius:
50mm) of artificial rock-like materials to create tensile-
shearing mixed-mode (I-II) fractures at different quasistatic
displacement loading rates (0.02~2mm/min). The FPZ
development ahead of the mixed-mode fracture tip was char-
acterized with the digital image correlation (DIC) method.

Two main findings were obtained. (1) At different loading
rates, in the FPZ ahead of mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tips,
the opening displacement perpendicular to the FPZ develop-
ment direction presents a remarkable discontinuity; in con-
trast, the sliding displacement parallel to FPZ development
direction is continuous (Figure 2). This mixed-mode (I-II)
fracturing feature is consistent with the pure mode I fractur-
ing, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, at different
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Figure 2: DIC-based displacement and strain fields of Mixed-mode (I-II) and pure mode I fracturing at different quasistatic loading rates
(replotted based on our recently published work [28]).
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quasistatic loading rates, the tensile-shearing mixed-mode (I-
II) fracturing just represents the fracture bearing tensile-
shearing stresses for rock-like materials. Still, at the mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture tip, the deformation in FPZ and the gen-
eration of the real fracture surface are tensile. (2) The FPZ
length and the peak load increase with the rising loading rate
(Figure 3) from 0.02mm/min to 2mm/min. Note that the
increment of FPZ length (Figure 3(b); FPZ length increased
by 287%) is much more remarkable than the peak load
(Figure 3(a); FPZ increased by 66%). These rate-dependent
mixed-mode fracturing characteristics provide significant
bases for the theoretical understanding of the injection rate-
dependent HF deflecting propagation rule.

In this work, we proposed a rate-dependent mixed-mode
(I-II) fracturing model, with insights from the rate-
dependent FPZ of mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing (our recently
published work [28]). Based on the rate-dependent mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture model, we obtained several theoretical
outcomes of the injection rate-dependent HF propagation
rule, which was validated with the physical simulation tests
of HF deflecting propagation.

2. Model Bases of the Injection Rate-Dependent
HF Deflecting Propagation

Mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing is a prominent mechanical
behavior of HF deflecting propagation. In this section, we will
propose a rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing
model, with insights from the rate-dependent FPZ of
mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing [28], delineating the
experiment-measured tensile fracturing characteristic of
the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture in rock-like materials.
Then, the rate-dependent fracture initiation and deflecting
propagation will be theoretically analyzed with the correla-
tion between the fracture driving force and resistance (i.e.,
the fracture resistance curve). These theoretical investiga-
tions are fundamental to revealing the correlation between
HF deflecting propagation behavior and fluid injection
rates.

2.1. Rate-Dependent Mixed-Mode (I-II) Cohesive Crack
Model of the FPZ Development. As mentioned in Section 1,
the FPZ deformation ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture
tip has been validated to be tensile, and FPZ length is
increased with the rising loading rate (Figures 2 and 3).
Therefore, the tensile-shearing mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing
in rock-like materials just represents the fracture bearing
mixed-mode tensile and shear stresses. Still, at the mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture tip, both the deformation in FPZ and
the generation of the real fracture surface are tensile. Based
on this, the rate-dependent tensile fracturing model and the
further theoretical analyses of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture
will be proposed in this section, following three assumptions
as below:

(1) The tensile FPZ ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II) frac-
ture can be regarded as a tensile cohesive crack [20–
22, 29, 30]

(2) Fracture deflecting propagation follows the step-by-
step mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing mode. The pro-
posed model is applicable to each fracture propaga-
tion step (Figure 1(b)). In each propagation step,
the FPZ (cohesive crack) growth direction follows
the maximum tensile (tangential) criteria [9, 31, 32]
at the initial mixed-mode fracture tip and the
completely developed FPZ tip (cohesive crack tip)

(3) In each propagation step of mixed-mode fracturing,
the FPZ growth path and the subsequent real fracture
(stable and unstable) propagation trajectory are sup-
posed to be straight, based on the experimental
results (Figure 2)

Note that the maximum tensile (tangential) criteria will
not be discussed in detail. It is not the goal of this work.
The HF deflecting extension trajectory depends on the rate-
dependent mixed-mode (I-II) fracture propagation distance
in each step, which will be interpreted in Section 3. This
model is mainly used to deeply analyze the correlation
between the fracture driving force and resistance, providing
theoretical bases for revealing the injection rate-dependent
deflecting propagation rule of hydraulic fracture.

The tensile FPZ development is seen as the nucleation
and coalescence of the microcracks with energy dissipation
in the vicinity of a crack tip [21, 27, 33]. At different loading
rates, materials softening in FPZ due to the generation of
microcracks (Figure 4(a)) can be delineated by the softening
opening of cohesive crack ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II)
crack tip (Figure 4(b)). Along the cohesive crack, cohesive
stress is distributed and tends to close the crack
(Figure 4(b)), eliminating the singularity at the cohesive
crack tip. Cohesive stress decreases with the softening
deteriorating, which can be represented by the relationship
between the cohesive stress (σc) and the crack opening
displacement (COD; w) in a unit area of cohesive crack
(Figure 4(c)). Considering the moderate softening in
FPZ, the σc-w curve of most rock-like materials is sup-
posed to be linear (Figure 4(c)) [22, 34, 35]. At a constant
loading rate, the softening function of σc-w follows Equa-
tion (1).

σc wð Þ = σt −
σt

wcmax

� �
w, ð1Þ

where σc is the cohesive stress, w the crack opening dis-
placement (COD), σt the cohesive tensile strength, and
wcmax the critical COD.

When σc on both sides of the FPZ reaches σt, the cohesive
crack begins to soften, indicating that the FPZ starts to
develop (Figure 4(c)). Then, σc decreases with the increment
of COD. When σc vanishes and COD reaches the critical
value (wcmax), the real fracture surface of a unit area gener-
ates, and FPZ develops completely. The area under the soft-
ening curve is the dissipated energy (Gf ) (Equation (2)),
which is equal to the cohesive fracture energy (GF) (Equation
(3)) when the crack faces are completely separated
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(Figure 4(c)).

Gf y1ð Þ =
ðw y1ð Þ

0
σc wð Þdw, ð2Þ

GF =
ðwcmax

0
σc wð Þdw: ð3Þ

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, FPZ length is remarkably
increased with the rising quasistatic loading rate. The com-
pleted development FPZ length (L) is regarded as the prom-
inent rate-dependent parameter [28]. Therefore,
distributions of cohesive stress and COD along the FPZ are
rate-dependent (Equations (4)–(6)), and the Gf ðy1Þ in Equa-
tion (2) is also rate-dependent. The previous experimental
investigations [27, 29, 30, 36] validate that σc and w are line-
arly (Figure 4(d)) distributed along the FPZ (Equations (4)
and (5)) and wcmax is linearly (Figure 4(e)) increased with
developing FPZ length (l) (Equation (5)).

σc y1, rð Þ = σc w y1, rð Þð Þ − σc w y1, rð Þð Þ
l

� �
y1, ð4Þ

w y1, rð Þ =wc l, rð Þ − wc l, rð Þ
l

� �
y1, ð5Þ

wc l, rð Þ = wcmax
L rð Þ

� �
l, ð6Þ

where y1 is the axis along FPZ develop direction, r the load-
ing rate, l the developing FPZ length, L the length of a
completely developed FPZ, and wc the crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD).

In each fracture propagation step, the accumulated dissi-
pated energy (Gd) in FPZ can be obtained by the integration
of Gf ðy1Þ along the FPZ length (Equation (7)). GdðlÞ can be

regarded as the fracture resistance during the cohesive crack
extending. When the FPZ develops completely; i.e., l = L, Gf
reaches the critical value, GD, which is a function of the
rate-dependent FPZ length, as presented in Equation (8).
GD indicates the fracture resistance of FPZ completely devel-
oping, corresponding to generating the real mixed-mode (I-
II) fracture of a unit area at the tip of an initial crack tip
without FPZ.

Gd r, lð Þ =
ðl
0
Gf r, y1ð Þdy1, ð7Þ

GD rð Þ =
ðL rð Þ

0
Gf r, y1ð Þdy1: ð8Þ

Substitution of Equations (1)–(6) into Equations (7) and
(8) yields

Gd r, lð Þ = wcmaxσt 3L rð Þ − 2lð Þl2� �
6L2 rð Þ , ð9Þ

GD rð Þ = wcmaxσtL rð Þ½ �
6

: ð10Þ

As mentioned above, the completed development FPZ
length (L) is the prominent rate-dependent parameter [28]
of FPZ development during mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing.
As presented in Equations (9) and (10), the effect of loading
rates on Gd and GD depends on LðrÞ. Therefore, we can
obtain two rate-dependent fracture resistance indexes
(including FPZ length) via dividing Equations (9) and (10)
by wcmaxσt, as listed in Equations (11) and (12).

Rd r, lð Þ = Gd r, lð Þ
wcmaxσtð Þ =

3L rð Þ − 2lð Þl2� �
6L2 rð Þ� � , ð11Þ
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Figure 3: The evolution law of FPZ length and peak load with loading rates increasing: (a) peak load vs. loading rates; (b) FPZ length vs.
loading rates.
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RD r, Lð Þ = GD rð Þ
wcmaxσtð Þ =

L rð Þ
6

, ð12Þ

where Rd and RD are rate-dependent fracture resistance
indexes corresponding to the developing and completely
developed FPZ length.

Equations (11) and (12) present the fracture resistance
during FPZ developing ahead of the real mixed-mode (I-II)
fracture tip (i.e., the mixed-mode fracture initiation). The
classical rock fracture mechanics indicates that the real frac-
ture generation and extension are supposed to be quasistatic
after FPZ completely developing [31, 36–38]. More specifi-
cally, once the FPZ develops completely, a new and real frac-
ture surface per unit length will generate in FPZ ahead of the
initial fracture tip. Due to the continuous nucleation and coa-
lescence of microcracks in FPZ at the real fracture tip, the
completely developed FPZ always locates at the extending
real fracture tip. Namely, the real mixed-mode (I-II) fracture

pushes the tensile FPZ to propagate. Therefore, under the
condition of stable fracture propagation, GF is the stable frac-
ture resistance of generating a real fracture surface per unit
area after FPZ completely developing. Substituting Equation
(1) into Equation (3), the expression of GF follows

GF =
wcmaxσtð Þ

2
: ð13Þ

Similar to Equations (11) and (12), the rate-dependent
fracture resistance index (RF) corresponding to GF follows

RF r, að Þ = GF
wcmaxσtð Þ =

1
2
, ð14Þ

where a is the real fracture length. Note that RF is indepen-
dent of FPZ length and less than RD, with the unit of mm.
Note that the difference between RF and RD is rate-
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Figure 4: FPZ Development ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tip of rock-like materials: (a) schematic diagram of the tensile
development of the FPZ under mixed-mode (I-II) stresses; (b) cohesive stresses distributed along the cohesive crack in FPZ, ahead of the
mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tip; (c) cohesive stress vs. crack opening displacement; (d) the distribution of crack opening displacement
along the cohesive crack (i.e., FPZ); (e) the rising crack tip opening displacement with FPZ development (i.e., the increment of FPZ length).
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dependent, which significantly correlated to fracture deflect-
ing propagation and will be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.

2.2. Model-Based Rate-Dependent Stable and Unstable
Propagation of Mixed-Mode (I-II) Fractures. The relationship
between the fracture driving force (stress or energy driving
fracture propagation) and fracture resistance determines
the stable and unstable propagation of the mixed-mode (I-
II) fracture [31, 32, 37]. Note that the FPZ developing process
is stable [22, 34, 35] and the stable or unstable fracture prop-
agation occurs after FPZ developing to be the real fracture
surface. In this section, we will analyze the rate-dependent
stable and unstable propagation based on the proposed
mixed-mode (I-II) fracture model.

2.2.1. Rate-Dependent Stable Propagation of the Mixed-Mode
(I-II) Fracture. The stable fracture propagation follows that
the fracture driving force equals fracture resistance [31, 32,
37], as in Equation (15). In each fracture extension step,
FPZ ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tip is the dom-
inant fracture propagation path, and the real fracture surface
stably generates in FPZ. Therefore, FPZ length is the fracture
propagation distance in each crack extension step.

DF r, lð Þ = Rd r, lð Þ = 3L rð Þ − 2lð Þl2� �
6L2 rð Þ� � FPZ development,

DF r, að Þ = RF r, að Þ = 1
2
real fracture propagation,

8>>><
>>>:

ð15Þ

where DF is the driving force. As presented in Equation (15),
once the FPZ develops completely, the fracture resistance
Rdðr, lÞ will reduce to RFðr, aÞ, and the real fracture surface
begins to generate in FPZ. Given the above discontinuity of
fracture resistance, the driving force should reduce from DF
ðr, lÞ to DFðr, aÞ as in Equation (15), keeping the balance
between the driving force and the fracture resistance. The
overlapped driving force and resistance curve are shown in
Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the negative horizontal axis indi-
cates the FPZ development, where the reduction of l − L rep-
resents FPZ propagation ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II)
fracture. The positive horizontal axis means the real fracture
extension (Δa). Under different quasistatic loading rates,
Figure 5 shows that only the fracture resistance in FPZ devel-
opment is rate-dependent; in contrast, the generation of real
fracture surfaces after FPZ completely developing is constant.
Therefore, the resistance curves at different quasistatic load-
ing rates overlap with the increment of real fracture surfaces.

At different quasistatic loading rates, the stable propaga-
tion of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture divides into four
stages. Take the overlapped curves of driving forces and frac-
ture resistances at a loading rate of 2mm/min as an example.
(1) Stage A-B represents the FPZ (FPZ1) development, where
points A and B represent the initial and completed develop-
ment of the tensile FPZ (FPZ1) ahead of the mixed-mode
(I-II) fracture tip. (2) Stage B-C indicates the transition from
FPZ (i.e., cohesive crack) development to the real fracture

generation. More specially, when the fracture resistance
reaches point C, the real fracture of a unit area generates,
and the fracture resistance sharply decreases. To maintain
the fracture propagates stably, the driving force should
reduce from point A to point B, consistent with the fracture
resistance. Since FPZ1 grows completely, a new FPZ (FPZ2)
starts to develop at the tip of FPZ1, i.e., the cohesive crack
tip perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress. (3) Stage
C-D delineates the stable propagation of a real fracture.
When Δa attains to L, FPZ develops to be a real fracture sur-
face, and FPZ2 grows completely along a new direction. Since
the FPZ length is a material property at a constant loading
rate, the length of FPZ1 is equal to FPZ2.

Note that the deflecting propagation of the mixed-mode
fracture will repeat stage C-D once the real fracture length
exceeds L. Namely, the stable deflecting propagation follows
step-by-step and polyline-mode. The propagation distance
in each step is the rate-dependent FPZ length of the mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture.

2.2.2. Rate-Dependent Unstable Propagation and Arrest of the
Mixed-Mode (I-II) Fracture. Usually, the increasing real
fracture length tends to improve the driving force [38],
which will increase the difficulty of keeping the balance
between the driving force and the fracture resistance dur-
ing mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing. Therefore, the fracture
tends to propagate unstably once the FPZ develops
completely. In this part, the rate-dependent unstable prop-
agation and arrest of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture will
be analyzed.

When the fracture length increases and the driving force
has no sufficient time to unload, the driving force will be
larger than the fracture resistance, which will lead to the
unstable propagation of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture
(Equation (16)). Once the fracture propagates unstably, the
kinetic energy (Equation (17)) generates and drives the frac-
ture extension [37], though the driving force is less than frac-
ture resistance (Equation (16) and Equation (18)). Once the
fracture resistance depletes the kinetic energy (Equation
(19)), the unstable fracture will stop extending (i.e., fracture
arrest). Consequently, the kinetic energy (driving force
minus resistance, such as the integrated area of SBCHE and
SGCHF in Figure 6) of unstable fracture propagation can be
regarded as another type of driving force. The above unstable
propagation of mixed-mode (I-II) fracture will be illustrated
in detail in Figure 6, a simplified schematic diagram of FPZ
development, unstable fracture propagation, and fracture
arrest at different loading rates.

DF r, lð Þ = Rd r, lð Þ = 3L rð Þ − 2lð Þl2� �
6L2 rð Þ� � stable development of FPZ,

DF r, að Þ > RF r, að Þ = 1
2
unstable propagation of the real fracture,

DF r, að Þ < RF r, að Þ = 1
2
fracture arrest,

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð16Þ
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Ekin =
ða0+Δa1
a0

DF r, að Þ − RF r, að Þ½ �da, ð17Þ

where Ekin is the kinetic energy due to unstable fracture prop-
agation, a0 the initial real fracture length, and Δa1 the unsta-
ble propagation distance of the real fracture under
DFðr, aÞ > RFðr, aÞ.

Earr =
ða0+Δa1+Δa2
a0+Δa1

RF r, að Þ −DF r, að Þ½ �da, ð18Þ

where Earr is the depleting energy of fracture arrest and Δa2 is
the unstable propagation distance of the real fracture under
arrest process.

Ekin = Earr: ð19Þ

The unstable propagation and arrest of the mixed-mode
(I-II) fracture are mainly due to the fracture resistance dis-
continuity between the FPZ development and the real frac-
ture generation. More specially, as shown in Figure 6, when
the overlapped driving force and fracture resistance reach
point B, FPZ develops completely, and the real fracture sur-
face begins to generate. With the increment of loading rates,
the fracture resistance discontinuity, such as the segment B-C
and the segment G-C, presents more remarkably. Based on
this, usually, the driving force is hard to decrease in time
and keep balance with the sharply reduced fracture resistance

[37]. Therefore, the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tends to
propagate unstably, which is more remarkable at the high
loading rate. Once the balance between the driving force
(segment B-E and segment G-F in Figure 6) and the fracture
resistance (segment C-H in Figure 6) is broken, the fracture
begins to propagate unstably. Then, kinetic energies generate
and can be delineated by the integrated area (Equation (20))
of SBCHE and SGCHF (Figure 6). Based on the previous investi-
gation [38], unloading occurs with the sudden generation of
real fracture surfaces, and driving forces will decrease less
than the fracture resistance. For instance, segments E-J and
F-J correspond to the decreased driving fore at loading rates
of 2mm/min and 0.02mm/min, respectively. The rate-
dependent fracture unstable propagation begins to arrest
when the driving force is less than fracture resistance. Until
Earr depletes Ekin (Equations (17)–(19)) at different loading
rates, the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture arrests completely.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 6, at the loading rate
of 0.02mm/min, when SHJKI (Earr) is equal to SGCHF (Ekin),
fracture arrests completely. Similarly, at the loading rate of
2mm/min, the arrest of the unstable propagation of the
mixed-mode (I-II) fracture should fulfill SHJNM = SBCHE.
Then, the fracture will propagate along a new direction in
the next step, repeating the driving force evolution of seg-
ment ABEJKN (at 2mm/min) and segment PGFJN (at
0.02mm/min), i.e., the cycle of FPZ development, unstable
fracture propagation, and fracture arrest.

The above analyses indicate Ekin at the high loading rate
is larger than that at the low loading rate. Namely, the
increased loading rate will aggravate the unstable fracture
propagation. As shown in Figure 6, ðaJK + aKNÞ at a high
loading rate of 2mm/min is remarkably longer than aJK at
a low loading rate of 0.02mm/min.

2.2.3. Comparison between the Rate-Dependent Stable and
Unstable Propagation of the Mixed-Mode (I-II) Fracture. As
shown in Figure 7, both the stable and unstable deflecting
propagations of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture follow step-
by-step and polyline-mode (HF propagation trajectory pre-
sents a polyline shape). With the increment of loading rate,
the discontinuity of fracture resistance corresponding to the
completed development of FPZ increases significantly, which
extends the propagation distance in each extension step of
mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing. The velocities (about 0.38
sound velocity at this material) of fracture unstable propaga-
tion and arrest are significantly faster than that at quasistatic

propagation conditions [37]. Therefore, the propagation
distance of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture at each exten-
sion step is remarkably longer than the FPZ length (i.e.,
the stable fracture propagation distance in each step), as
shown in Figure 7.

Based on the above theoretical analyses, the propagation
distance of mixed-mode (I-II) fracture in each extension step
will determine the fracture deflecting propagation trajectory,
regardless of fracture stable or unstable propagation. The
detailed analyses will present in Section 3.

3. Injection Rate-Dependent Deflecting
Propagation Rules of the Hydraulic Fracture

The injection of fracturing fluid is the loading approach of
hydraulic fracturing. Based on the proposed rate-dependent
mixed-mode (I-II) fracture model; in this section, we will
propose the injection rate-dependent (IRD) HF deflecting
propagation modes.

Ekin =
ða0J
0

DF 2, að Þ − RF 2, að Þ½ �da = SBCHE = Eres =
ðaJK+aKN
a0J

RF 2, að Þda = SHJNM high loding rate,

Ekin =
ða0J
0

DF 0:02, að Þ − RF 0:02, að Þ½ �da = SGCHF = Eres =
ðaJK
a0J

RF 0:02, að Þda = SHJKI low loading rate:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð20Þ
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As shown in Figure 1(b), for the microelement of the
deflecting HF oblique to the principal stresses, the in situ
stresses provide the normal stress (closing the fracture sur-
face) and the shear stress. Once the pressure (p) of fracturing
fluid inside the fracture surface offsets the normal closing
stress and reaches the critical cohesive tensile strength, the
tensile FPZ and real fracture surface propagate in sequence
at the mixed-mode (I-II) cohesive crack tip (the tip of a
completely developed FPZ in the last extension step). Note
that based on the maximum tangential stress criteria [9, 31,
32], the fracture initiation direction depends on the ratio of
tensile stress intensity factor to shear stress intensity, i.e., K I
/K II, at both the real and nominal crack (such as cohesive
crack) tips. Consequently, the fracture propagation direction
at each step is independent of the fracture length [3, 9]; i.e.,
the deflecting angle changes barely at each fracture propaga-
tion step. Furthermore, the HF deflecting trajectory is depen-
dent on the fracture propagation distance in each step. The
longer the fracture propagation distance in each step is, the
larger the HF deflecting radius is. In the next context,
we will analyze the injection rate-dependent HF stable
and unstable deflecting propagations, respectively. As this
research focuses on the rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II)
fracturing behavior of HF deflecting propagation, the flow
and seepage characteristics of the fracturing fluid are not
the goal of this work.

3.1. Injection Rate-Dependent HF Stable Deflecting
Propagation Mode. As shown in Figure 8, β is defined as
the angle between the prefabricated fracture (formed by
directional slotting or directional perforating) and the direc-
tion of minimum in situ stress (σ3). Considering that the in
situ stresses, β and deflecting angle in each step are constant,
the overlapped driving force and fracture resistance during
stable fracture propagations follow the evolution law as in
Figure 5 at different loading rates. The fracture extension dis-
tance in each propagation step is consistent with the FPZ
length.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show that the HF deflecting trajec-
tory or deflecting radius is significantly increased with the
rising fluid injection rate, which is due to the extended FPZ
length at the fast fluid injection. In detail, under the fracture
stable propagation condition, the real fracture stably gener-
ates along the FPZ. Thus, the FPZ length is the HF deflecting
propagation distance in each step. When the HF deflecting
propagation steps are constant, the increased FPZ length at
high injection rates will raise the HF deflecting propagation
trajectory, i.e., the HF deflecting propagation radius. By anal-
ogy, the turning radius of a car depends on the length of the
body. To better interpolate the HF stable deflecting propaga-
tion rule, the HF stable deflecting propagation trajectory is
similar to a car turning. The turning radius is dependent on
the car body length, which is corresponding to the FPZ
length of HF stable deflecting propagation. In this work, the
HF stable deflecting propagation modes at the low and high
injection rates are defined as mode 1-1 and mode 1-2, as
shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

3.2. Injection Rate-Dependent HF Unstable Deflecting
Propagation Mode. As mentioned above, when the mixed-
mode (I-II) crack propagates unstably in each step, the exten-
sion distance of the real fracture is supposed to be longer than
that of stable fracture propagation due to the high velocity
[37] of the unstable fracture propagation. Consequently,
under the constant loading rate, the HF deflecting extension
distance during unstable propagation and arrest in each step
(Figures 8(c) and 8(d)) will be much longer than that of stable
fracture propagation (Figures 8(a) and 8(b)).

Based on the evolution rule of the unstable fracture prop-
agation and arrest as in Figure 6, the fracture resistance dis-
continuity of FPZ developing to be a real fracture surface is
increased with the rising loading rate, such as the segment
BC and segment GC in Figure 6. The increasing resistance
discontinuity (from FPZ development to real fracture gener-
ation) with a rising loading rate will improve the kinetic
energy of HF unstable propagation. Then, the distance of
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HF unstable propagation will increase in each deflecting
extension step (Figures 8(c) and 8(d)), driven by the
increased kinetic energy. Consequently, within the limited
extension steps, the deflecting HF will extend over a longer
deflecting distance or a larger deflecting radius at a high
injection rate. The deflecting HF tends to propagate along
the designed initial fracture direction, such as Figure 8(d).
At low and high fluid injection rates, the unstable propaga-

tion and arrest of the deflecting HF are defined as mode 2-1
(Figure 8(c)) and mode 2-2 (Figure 8(d)), respectively.

Figure 8 indicates that deflecting HF oblique to the in situ
stresses tends to propagate along the initial fracture direction
under mode 2-2; i.e., deflecting HF propagates unstably at
high fluid injecting rates. In contrast, deflecting HF is hard
to maintain the initial fracture direction under stable propa-
gation at a low injection rate, such as mode 1-1.
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4. Experimental Validations of the Theoretical
IRD HF Deflecting Propagation Mode

In this section, the IRD HF deflecting propagation mode
mentioned above will be validated by the published physical
simulations [8–39] of hydraulic fracturing.

4.1. Validations of the Step-By-Step Propagation of the
Hydraulic Fracture. The HF deflecting extension modes in
Section 3 are proposed on the premise of the HF step-by-
step propagation, whether the mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing
is stable or unstable. As mentioned above, the fracture type
is tensile ahead of the mixed-mode (I-II) fracture tip at differ-
ent quasistatic loading rates. In this part, the tensile propaga-
tion characteristics (published by Yang et al. 2017 [39]) of the
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Table 1: Experimental programs of deflecting propagation of
hydraulic fracture.

Group

Principal
stresses
(MPa)

The angle between
prefabricated crack and σh

(°)

Fluid injection
rate (ml/s)

σv σH σh
1 10 9 6 45 1.0

2 10 9 6 45 1.5

3 10 9 6 45 5.0
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hydraulic fracture, detected with Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG),
are employed to validate the step-by-step extension of the
proposed IRD HF propagation mode.

Yang et al. [39] prefabricated three FBG sensors along the
hydraulic fracture propagation path in the artificial concrete
specimen, as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). FBG sensors
were used to identify the opening width (represented by the
strain) and propagation rate of the hydraulic fracture in real
time. The triaxial confining stress applied to the specimen is
9MPa (σ3), 15MPa (σ2), and 17MPa (σ1). The initial frac-
turing direction was perpendicular to the minimum principal
stress at the center of the sample (Figure 9(b)). The fracturing
fluid with a viscosity of 107mPa·s was injected with a low rate
of 2ml/min, driving the hydraulic fracture propagation. The
red dye was added to the fracturing fluid to identify the
hydraulic fracture surface (Figure 9(b)). Based on the previ-
ous investigations [5, 8, 26], the red dye changes the fractur-
ing fluid very slightly, and adding guar gum is the remarkable
and widely used approach for increasing the fracturing fluid
viscosity. Since this work mainly investigates the effect of

fluid injection rate on fracture deflecting propagation, the
relationship between fracturing fluid properties and hydrau-
lic fracture propagation is not the goal of this work and will
not be discussed in detail in this work. The geometry of the
hydraulic fracture is approximately elliptical, as shown in
Figure 9(b). The responses of injection pressure and FBG-
based strain characterize the hydraulic fracture propagation.
In detail, the injection pressure gradually rises and fluctuates
(Figure 9(c)). Each time the injection pressure reaches the
peak, then the injection pressure decreases rapidly, corre-
sponding to the FBG-based strain of quick rising to the peak
and then sharp dropping. As the fluid injection pressure can
be regarded as the driving force of HF propagation, the sharp
decrement of the injection pressure is corresponding to the
driving force discontinuity as in Figures 5–6. The fluctuation
intensity of the injection pressure curve is consistent with
that of the FBG strain, which indicates the sharp fluctuation
of injection pressure is supposed to be an index for qualita-
tive characterizing HF extension distance in each step. The
sequential responses of FBG sensors A, B, and C indicate
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Figure 10: Injection pressure curves and deflecting HF geometries at different injection rates (replotted based on the experimental results of
Lin et al. [8]): (a) 1.0ml/s; (b) 1.5ml/s; (c) 5.0ml/s.
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the HF extension distance in each step is about 10~20mm, at
an injection rate of 2ml/min. The above synchronous fluctu-
ations of injection pressures and FBG-based strains validate
that the HF propagates step-by-step (i.e., intermittently).

4.2. Validations of the Injection Rate-Dependent HF
Deflecting Propagation Modes. In Section 4.1, the step-by-
step propagation characteristics of the hydraulic fracture
have been validated. On this basis, the injection rate-
dependent HF deflecting propagation modes based on the
proposed rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing
model will be validated in this section, with the HF deflecting
propagation tests published by Lin et al. [8].

Lin et al. [8] prepared the cube artificial concrete speci-
mens (dimensions: 300mm × 300mm × 300mm) to conduct
hydraulic fracturing tests. At the center of the specimen, the
initial crack with a 45° inclination angle to the minimum
principal stress was prefabricated to make the hydraulic frac-
ture deflecting propagation. The water with red dye was
employed as the fracturing fluid. The red dye changes the
fluid viscosity slightly, as indicated by the previous investiga-
tions [5, 8, 26]. Since the relationship between fracturing
fluid properties and hydraulic fracture propagation is not
the goal of this work, the effect of fracturing fluid properties
on hydraulic fracture propagation will not be discussed in
detail. The fracturing fluid was injected at different loading
rates (1.0ml/s, 1.5ml/s, and 5.0ml/s) to drive the deflecting
hydraulic fracture extending. The experimental programs
are shown in Table 1.

The HF geometries and injection pressures are presented
in Figure 10. With the injection rate increasing from 1.0ml/s
to 5.0ml/s, the fluctuation characteristics of the injection
pressure curve present more and more significance. Given
the fluctuation consistency of the injection pressures and
the FBG-based strain (an index of HF opening width) as in
Figure 9(c), the aggravated fluctuation of the injection
pressure (Figure 10) is proportional to the HF propagation
distance in a step; i.e., deflecting HF tends to unstable
propagation and arrest after FPZ develops completely.
Therefore, the extension distance of the deflecting HF in
each step is increased with the rising injection rate; fur-
thermore, the HF deflecting propagation at the injection
rate of 5ml/s is more in accord with the mode 2-2 as in
Figure 9(d).

We compare the HF deflecting propagation trajectories
(Figure 10) at different loading rates, as in Figure 11. With
the injection rate increasing from 1.0ml/s to 5.0ml/s, the
HF deflecting extension distance or radius increases signifi-
cantly; i.e., the deflecting hydraulic fracture tends to propa-
gate along the initially designed direction. Figures 10 and
11 indicate that the deflecting HF propagation mode follows
the evolution of mode 1-1→mode 1-2→mode 2-1→mode 2-
2 (Figure 8) with the fluid injection rate increasing, and the
fast fluid injection tends to drive the deflecting propagating
along the initially designed direction.

The above experimental results (Figures 10 and 11) are
consistent with the theoretical IRD HF deflecting propaga-
tion mode (based on the proposed rate-dependent mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture model of rock-like materials).

Injection rate: 5.0 ml/s

Injection rate: 1.0 ml/s

Injection rate: 1.5 ml/s

𝜎1 𝜎1

𝜎3

𝜎3

Figure 11: The comparison of the HF deflecting propagation trajectories at different loading rates.
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5. Discussion

This work theoretically investigated the injection rate-
dependent deflecting propagation rule of hydraulic fracture,
insights from the rate-dependent FPZ of mixed-mode (I-II)
fracturing. We can qualitatively determine the key mecha-
nism that the increasing FPZ length and the kinetic energy
at high loading rates would improve the deflecting HF prop-
agation distance in each extension step. Then the deflecting
trajectory or the deflecting radius of the hydraulic fracture
can be increased with the rising injection rate, such as the
mode 2-2 in Figure 8. The above theoretical investigations
can provide references for field applications in mining and
oil-gas reservoir stimulations. (1) For hard roof weakening
in mines, increasing the fluid injection rate can improve
hydraulic fracture directional propagation along the designed
direction, weakening the effect of disturbance stresses on the
HF deflecting propagation. Then, the dynamic disaster such
as the sudden collapse of the hard roof can be effectively pre-
vented. (2) For oil/gas exploitation, rising injection rate can
enhance the HF deflecting radius (i.e., type-S hydraulic frac-
ture trajectory) of directional perforation hydraulic fracturing.
Then the reservoir stimulation volume and the permeability
can be improved.

The proposed rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II) fracture
model also has limitations. The fluid-solid coupling of
hydraulic fracturing was not included in the rate-dependent
mixed-mode (I-II) cohesive crack model proposed in this
work. Therefore, the proposed model cannot characterize
the injection rate-dependent HF deflecting propagation tra-
jectory quantitatively. However, this work can provide refer-
ences for the deep investigation of the injection rate-
dependent hydraulic fracturing model.

6. Conclusions

(1) Given the increased length of the tensile FPZ ahead of
the mixed-mode fracture tip at different loading
rates, the rate-dependent mixed-mode (I-II) cohesive
fracture model was proposed

(2) Based on the proposed model, the model-based rate-
dependent stable and unstable propagation of mixed-
mode (I-II) fractures were analyzed. Both the stable
and unstable fracture deflecting propagations follow
step-by-step and polyline-mode. Under stable frac-
ture propagation, the propagation distance in each
step is the rate-dependent FPZ length of the mixed-
mode (I-II) fracture, and the FPZ length is increased
with the increasing quasiloading rate. Under the
unstable fracture propagation, the discontinuity of
fracture resistance corresponding to the completed
development of FPZ increases significantly with the
rising loading rate. Due to the above rising disconti-
nuity of fracture resistance at high injection rates,
the fracture extension distance of unstable propaga-
tion and arrest is improved in each extension step
during mixed-mode (I-II) fracturing

(3) The injection rate-dependent HF deflecting propaga-
tion modes were proposed. The rising fluid injection
rate significantly increases the HF deflecting trajec-
tory or deflecting radius, which is due to the
increased HF propagation distance in each step. As
the unstable fracture propagation velocity is signifi-
cantly higher than that of stable propagation, the
propagation distance of the deflecting HF in each
extension step will be remarkably extended during
the unstable propagation and arrest of the mixed-
mode fracture. Therefore, the deflecting HF tends to
propagate along the initially designed direction under
unstable propagation conditions at high loading rates

(4) The model-based injection rate-dependent step-by-
step deflecting propagation of the hydraulic fracture
was validated by further processing of published
true triaxial physical simulation tests of hydraulic
fracturing. Furthermore, suggestions for controlling
deflecting HF in field applications with the injection
rate were discussed. The high injection rate can be
employed to increase the deflecting trajectory or
the deflecting radius of the hydraulic fracture. On
this basis, the injection rate-dependent HF deflect-
ing propagation rule can provide a basis for weak-
ening the hard roof in mines with directional
hydraulic fracturing and improving the stimulation
volume of the type-S hydraulic fracture in the oil/-
gas reservoir

Nomenclature

FPZ: Fracture process zone
HF: Hydraulic fracture
IRD: Injection rate-dependent
XFEM: Extended finite element method
COD,w: Crack opening displacement (μm)
CTOD,wc: The crack tip opening displacement

(μm)
σn: Normal stress for closing HF (MPa)
τsn: Shear stress of deflecting HF (MPa)
p: Fluid injection pressure of hydraulic

fracturing (MPa)
σc: Cohesive stress (MPa)
σt: Cohesive tensile strength (MPa)
wcmax: Critical COD (μm)
Gf : Dissipated energy (MPa·mm2)
GF: Cohesive fracture energy (MPa·mm2)
Gd: Fracture resistance during the cohe-

sive crack extending (MPa·mm2)
GD: Fracture resistance of FPZ develop-

ing completely (MPa·mm2)
L: The completely developed FPZ

length (mm)
l: The length of a developing FPZ

(mm)
y1: The axis along FPZ develop direction

(mm)
r: Loading rate (MPa/s, mm/min, etc.)
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Rd, RD: Rate-dependent fracture resistance
indexes corresponding to the devel-
oping and completely developed FPZ
length (mm)

RF: Rate-dependent fracture resistance
index corresponding to the real frac-
ture length (mm)

a: Real fracture length (mm)
DF: Driving force corresponding to the

FPZ length and the real fracture
length (mm)

Ekin: Kinetic energy due to unstable frac-
ture propagation (mm2; the unit is
consistent with the integral area in
the fracture resistance curve, as in
Figure 6)

Earr: The depleting energy of fracture
arrest (mm2; the unit is consistent
with the integral area in the fracture
resistance curve, as in Figure 6)

a0: Initial real fracture length (mm)
Δa1: The unstable propagation distance of

the real fracture (mm)
Δa2: The unstable propagation distance of

the real fracture under arrest process
(mm)

β: The angle between the prefabricated
fracture and the direction of mini-
mum in situ stress (°)

K I/KII: The ratio of tensile stress intensity
factor to shear stress intensity (unit)

σ3: Minimum principal stress (MPa)
σ2: Intermediate principal stress (MPa)
σ1: Maximum principal stress (MPa)
step-by-step stable
propagation mode:

At each fracture propagation step,
the fracture extension is stable; i.e.,
driving force equals fracture
resistance.

step-by-step unstable
propagation mode:

At each fracture propagation step,
the initial fracture propagation state
is unstable; i.e., the driving force is
higher than the fracture resistance.
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